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The continental United States heavily relies on land logistics with 3.8million square

miles of land and over 4 million miles of road. Additionally, the United States is

committed to achieving the global goal of reaching net-zero emissions by 2050.

This article examines the advantages and disadvantages of incorporating electric

vehicles (EVs), specifically trucks, into the current logistics industry. This paper also

provides a better understanding of what type and magnitude of impact electric

trucks’ uprising technology have on the logistics industry.
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1. Introduction

In the last 50 years, the only vehicle improvements have been their performance, gas

mileage, safety, comfort, and reliability, but generally still run-on petroleum-based fuels.

Almost 10 million oil barrels are burned daily in the United States for on-road vehicle

use. It also accounts for the majority stake in greenhouse gases than any sector. Now that

there is a global urgency, through the Paris Agreement, to pursue net-zero emissions, vehicle

electrification is inevitable (Sperling, 2018).

The revolution of electric vehicles started when California Air Resources Board (CARB)

kicked off its zero-emissions vehicle mandate in 1990. Still, it only ramped up in 2008

when government-funded research on batteries and power, plus the added pressure of the

recession, materialized into the early onset of mass-produced consumer electric vehicles.

Shortly after, Tesla, Nissan, Chevrolet, and other startups started offering their fully

electric vehicles to the public. In turn, the CARB has revamped its zero-emissions vehicle

mandate and is demanding that electric vehicle manufacturers achieve sales of 15% market

penetration by 2025 (Valdes-Dapena, 2019). This section includes the motivation behind the

study, followed with the background of the EV industry, logistics industry, and the carbon

emission positions. The third section ovolves the methodology of the study, economics

of the EV adoption including the environmental, which is then followed with conclusion

and discussion.

1.1. Motivation

The adoption of electric vehicles (EVs) in the logistics industry has the potential to bring

several significant impacts. One of the primary reasons for integrating EVs into the logistics

industry is their positive environmental impact. EVs produce zero tailpipe emissions,

reducing greenhouse gas emissions and air pollution. This shift helps combat climate change

and improves air quality in urban areas. Secondly, the operating cost, the upfront cost of

purchasing an EV, may be higher compared to traditional vehicles; EVs generally have lower

operating costs. Electric motors are more energy-efficient than internal combustion engines,
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lowering fuel and maintenance costs. EVs require less frequent

maintenance due to fewer moving parts and fewer fluids to be

replaced. Thirdly is energy efficiency; EVs are more energy-efficient

than conventional vehicles. Electric motors have a higher efficiency

rating than internal combustion engines, meaning more of the

energy from the battery is converted into forward motion. This

efficiency leads to longer-range capabilities and reduces the need

for frequent refueling/recharging during logistics operations. Many

governments around the world offer incentives to promote the

adoption of EVs, such as tax credits, subsidies, and grants. These

incentives can significantly reduce the initial cost of purchasing

EVs, making them more attractive to logistics companies.

It’s worth noting that challenges still need to be addressed, such

as the limited range of EVs, the need for charging infrastructure

expansion, and the sourcing of renewable energy. However,

as technology advances and the industry adapts, the positive

impacts of EV adoption in logistics are expected to become even

more pronounced.

In this paper, the authors will explore the impact of electric

vehicle fleet adoption in the logistics industry, looking at the

environmental and economic impact.

2. Electric vehicle industry

E.V.s are a relatively small automotive industry segment but are

on the brink of massive long-term growth. Industry leaders feel

like it’s the turn of the 19th century again when traditional gas-

powered cars were initially being designed and produced. Every

organization pursuing E.V. market share is rushing to secure

an initial commanding position (Gaines, 2018; Hall, 2020). It

is reflected as current automaker giants like Ford and Toyota

want to produce electric vehicles for consumers to maintain their

already established industry position. On the other hand, Tesla—

a frontrunner in the E.V. segment, wants to continue to be a

trailblazer, get onto top-tier industry sales, and defend its market

share from startups like Rivian and Nio.

As of March 21, 2019, the number of electric vehicles on

American roads exceeded 1.18 million, with 81% growth in total

E.V. sales in 2018 compared to the previous year. Itincludes E.V.s

market share growth of 1.6 and 1.8% in March 2018 and 2019,

respectively (Schefter and Zaccagnino, 2019). Among all E.V. sales,

below is the 2019 new electric car sales in the U.S., with Tesla

comprising about 80% of total sales (Black, 2020). Figure 1 shows

the distribution of new electric car sales in the U.S.

Despite the pandemic, COVID-19, car manufacturers General

Motors, Volvo, Volkswagen, and a few others continue to press on

in building their entry into the electric vehicle sector, saying that

they are progressing at a rapid pace (Pyper, 2020).

While passenger E.V.s are on the rise, electric trucks are gaining

appeal on the industrial side of the industry—semi-trucks (Weiss

and Cloos, 2020). Some electric truck manufacturers to watch

include Nikola Motors, Daimler Trucks, and Tesla (Downing,

2020).

2.1. Logistics industry

According to statistics from 2018 (Bureau of Transportation

Statistics, 2018) in the United States, trucks were responsible for

transporting the largest portion of goods imported from Canada,

accounting for 50.1% of the $300.0 billion worth of imported

goods. Following trucks were rail at 20.6%, pipeline at 17.2%, vessel

at 5.0%, and air at 3.8%. Similarly, trucks were responsible for

transporting the majority of goods exported to Canada, making up

65.7% of the $282.5 billion worth of exported goods. Rail followed

at 11.5%, then air at 5.6%, pipeline at 3.5%, and vessel at 2.8%.

The data suggests that the United States highly depends on land

logistics, road freight, trucking logistics, etc. It was the backbone

of the logistics industry in the U.S. In 2017; As per the American

Trucking Association, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)

revealed that the domestic trucking industry, which is valued at

$700 billion, expends around $105 billion on diesel fuel each year

(Burrows, 2020; Palmer, 2020).

As the trucking industry struggles in gas consumption, another

issue continues to grow in the industry—truck driver shortages.

This is not caused by truck drivers quitting but because the

booming economy in the U.S. is driving the need for truck drivers.

The American Trucking Association (ATA) has reported that more

than 57% of the workforce is over the age of 45. At this time, at least

60,000 truck driver job openings need to be filled and estimates that

retirements and attrition shortages of over 170,000 truck driver jobs

by 2026 (American Transportation Research Institute, 2019).

The trucking industry does not work by itself; it needs safe

and reliable infrastructures such as roads, bridges, and tunnels to

remain successful. Unfortunately, the trucking industry has little

to no control over it. Trucking organizations have recognized and

voiced their concern about deteriorating infrastructure (American

Transportation Research Institute, 2019; Breiter et al., 2020). While

the industry waits for a proposed infrastructure spending plan,

increasing gas prices and fuel consumption on less-than-ideal road

conditions continue to pass the cost onto customers.

2.2. Current carbon emissions positions

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) stated in 2017

that the transportation sector is the primary source of carbon

emissions in the United States. Within that sector, the domestic

trucking industry, which is valued at $700 billion, is a significant

contributor. The American Trucking Association (ATA) reports

that the industry spends ∼$105 billion on diesel fuel every year

(Burrows, 2020).

Figure 2 shows the GHG emissions by sector, Figure 3 shows

the emissions based on transportation sector, and Figure 4 shows

the type of gas emissions through U.S. transportation.

Table 1 shows the U.S. transportation GFG emissions, it shows

the change in the emission pattern from the yekar 1990 to the

year 2018.

Tables 1–3 provides information related to gas emissions and

fuel usage by different transportation sectors; The data and

information are sourced from the Intergovernmental Panel on

Climate Change (IPCC), a UN intergovernmental organization

that seeks to improve scientific comprehension of climate change

caused by human activities. Its responsibility is to generate

and present policymakers with periodic scientific evaluations

regarding climate change, its impacts, potential future hazards, and

recommended adaptation and mitigation measures.
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3. Methodology

This research aims to understand better what type and

magnitude of impact electric truck uprising technology on the

logistics industry. The core of this is paper is to gather data from

current costs to own, operate and maintain conventional gas-

powered medium to heavy-duty trucks, as well as determine the

number of greenhouse gases the current situation is emitting. The

qualitative data is collected as a secondary source from referenced

materials, research, and articles. The familiar saying “what gets

evaluated and measured gets done” implies that the finance and

accounting department, responsible for assessing performance in

most organizations, holds significant sway over strategic decisions

and operations (Mohammed and Sadique, 2011).

A linear approach is used in the analysis to display how the

current situation in the logistics industry is not environmentally

sustainable, that there are considerable commercial benefits and

government support alongside the use of electric trucks, and

pending considerations on carbon emission laws. Subsequently, the

paper estimates the savings generated and the breakeven point in

switching to electric trucks in the logistics industry.

At the conclusion of this paper, ascertain the position of

the logistics industry concerning the United States’ objective of

achieving the Net-Zero Emissions Target by 2050. Additionally,

determine the practicality of implementing this new technology

concerning when and what further measures may be necessary.

3.1. Incorporating electric trucks into the
logistics industry

According to a survey funded by ExxonMobil in 2016, the

non-profit American Transportation Research Institute and the

University of Michigan Transportation Research Institute found

that truckers transported 10 billion tons, or 70% of all freight in

the United States. The study (Hsu, 2016). revealed that volumes are

projected to increase by 17% by 2026. The report also found that

each fleet, on average, carries 2.1 million tons of goods and covers

over 10 million miles annually, with a median fuel efficiency of 6.5

miles per gallon. In contrast, the average passenger vehicle in the

United States achieves around 25 miles per gallon.

But how can the logistics industry incorporate electric trucks

into the trucking segment? The U.S. need to build infrastructure for

electric trucks. Which mainly constitutes more E.V. fast charging

stations. To successfully incorporate electric vehicles into the

logistics industry, U.S. policymakers must prioritize road network

electrification. More charging stations are directly proportional

to the increase in flexibility in E.V.s. With more flexibility, more

FIGURE 1

Battery-only electric vehicle sale nationwide.

FIGURE 2

Share of CHG emission by sector (2018).
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FIGURE 3

Share of U.S. transportation sector (2018).

FIGURE 4

Share of U.S. transportation sector GHG emissions by Gas, 2018.

people and businesses like the trucking segment will shift toward

electrifying their fleets. Which goes hand in hand with subsidizing

charging costs. Keeping charging prices low in-house and in

public will make the total cost of operating and E.V. trucks more

affordable. Once the operating costs become more affordable,

and capital costs become more feasible, the logistics industry will

naturally patronize electric trucks (Beveridge, 2008; McLane and

Liu, 2021).

Once electric trucks become cost-effective, the next challenge

that manufacturers must address is ensuring their reliability.

Michael Scheib, head of electric trucks for Daimler Trucks North

America, notes that “reliability” is the most pressing concern in the

trucking industry. Despite the appeal of advanced technology, the

transition to electric trucks could exacerbate existing issues if the

technology proves to be unreliable. However, ensuring reliability

requires significant time and cannot be expedited (Carpenter,

2020).

Reliability is crucial for all three types of truck driving: Local,

Regional, and OTR (over the road). Local truck driving involves

driving within a 200-mile radius and navigating through smaller

roads in the city or town, typically for an 8–10 h workday. Regional

truck driving is usually divided into regions such as Northeast and

Midwest, covering a radius of up to 1,000 miles. On the other

hand, OTR truck driving typically involves hauling freight over

long distances, spending 3–4 weeks on the road. OTR trucking

involves driving across the United States, and even into Canada.

Figure 5 shows the trucking industry heavily relies on logistics

hubs, which are commonly situated inmetropolitan statistical areas

linked by freight corridors and offer access to significant consumer

markets. Various top logistics locations are the New York City,

New Jersey, Memphis, Indianapolis, Kansas City, Dallas/Ft. Worth,

Chicago, and Los Angles. Other potential locations involve the

smaller cities like Detroit, Louisville, Little Rock, Birmingham,

Nashville, Oklahoma City, Phoenix, Salt Lake City, Denver, St.

Louis, Columbus, northern Virginia, and eastern Pennsylvania

(U.S. Department of Transportation, 2019; U.S. Department of

Transportation Freight Management and Operations, 2020a,b).

Over 70% of freight (in weight) in the US is transported via

the country’s highway system, with two-thirds of product value also

relying on this mode of transportation. Trucking is responsible for

5% of the country’s GDP, and for more than 80% of communities

in the US, it is the only means of delivering goods (Luttrell,

2015). In the current era, innovation and entrepreneurship

(I&E) are two closely intertwined concepts. Innovation involves

utilizing creativity to tackle various engineering, technological, and

service-related issues, leading to novel solutions. On the other

hand, entrepreneurship involves taking these innovative ideas and

turning them into practical solutions. It is also about carrying out

business operations effectively (Mohammed and Islam, 2022). E.V.

is a revolution in the transportation industry, and new innovative

products and services would evolve to support the same and to

reduce the dependency on fossil fuels.

In turn, organizations such as Electrify America have been

working on building ultra-fast E.V. charging networks for
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FIGURE 5

Major Interstate highway corridor.

cross-country routes. Electrify America completed the first of its

two cross-country ultra-fast E.V. charging networks last June 2020

and aimed completion the second by September 2020. The southern

route is the second option, running from San Diego to Jacksonville,

Florida, along interstate highways close to I-10 and I-8. Electrify

America’s June 2020 report outlines plans to set up around 800

charging locations, equipped with about 3,500 DC fast chargers, on

this route. When these plans are combined with the existing Tesla

Superchargers, Ionity, ChargePoint, and similar charging stations,

the prospect of all-electric highway road trips becomes increasingly

achievable (Berman, 2020). In the same manner, these routes can

also be adapted for the trucking industry as well.

4. Results: the economics behind
E.V. adoption

4.1. Capital costs

The financial aspect of using electric trucks for heavy-

duty operations remains less attractive than its diesel-fueled

counterparts but is improving. The key is to allow battery prices to

become low enough to allow savings in maintenance and powering

of operating electric trucks could overtake initial costs over a

traditional internal combustion engine truck (Hirsch, 2020).

The price range for diesel-powered tractors in 2020 was

between $110,000 and 125,000, indicating that the existing fleet of

tractor-trailers has an approximate showroom value of $220 to 250

billion (Schoettle et al., 2016). The mean cost for a Class 8 truck,

which encompasses tractor-trailers, is about $117,000, resulting in

a total showroom value of ∼$445 billion for all heavy-duty trucks.

This value is crucial in determining the overall replacement cost for

these trucks.

Conversely, Tesla is accepting reservations for its electric

Freightliner trucks priced at $150,000 (for a range of 300 miles)

and $200,000 (for a range of 500 miles). The company claims that

the cost of purchasing a conventional diesel-powered vehicle can

be recouped in <2 years. Paccar and Volvo have also commenced

testing electric trucks and anticipate the start of commercial sales

later this year. Replacing all 3.8 million Class 8 trucks at a starting

price of $150,000 per unit would amount to an estimated cost of

∼$570 billion (Hirs, 2020).

Annually, <10% of the existing fleet of 3.8 million Class 8

trucks are replaced. The New York Times reports that, through

2025, electric trucks only account for 4% of annual truck sales based

on recent estimates. To speed up the shift to all-electric trucks

by 2035, truck manufacturers need to increase their production

beyond current levels and cease the production of diesel trucks

(McMahon, 2018).

4.2. Operations and maintenance costs

Maintenance-wise, Battery electric vehicles typically require

less maintenance compared to their diesel-powered counterparts

due to having fewer moving parts. The regenerative braking

system in electric vehicles reduces wear on brakes and tires,

potentially extending the preventive maintenance schedules for

those components. However, the cost of battery replacement must

be taken into account. As electric vehicles becomemore widely used

and accepted, it is expected that the cost of batteries decrease. Fleets

operate differently. Therefore, discussion costs about the vehicle

need to include duty cycle, including the temperature in which the

vehicle operates, average operating miles, maximum daily miles,

and total miles the vehicle will travel annually must be considered

(Ghadiali, 2020).
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TABLE 1 U.S. transportation GFG emission (TG CO2 equivalent).

Source 1990 2005 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 Absolute Percent

On-road vehicles 1,206.80 1,645.40 1,520.40 1,517.20 1,540.50 1,545.90 1,569.40 362.6 30

Light-duty vehicles 966.3 1.231.6 1.095.0 1.083.9 1.103.4 1.094.1 1.105.8 139.5 14.4

Passenger cars 639.6 693.1 760.3 760.2 770.6 767.3 777.5 137.9 21.6

Light-duty trucks 326.7 538.5 334.7 323.7 332.8 326.8 328.3 1.6 0.5

Motorcycles 1.7 1.6 3.8 3.7 3.9 3.8 3.9 2.1 123.7

Buses 8.5 12.2 19 19.4 19 20.4 21.9 13.4 158.8

Medium- and heavy duty

trucks

230.3 400.1 402.5 410.1 414.2 427.6 437.9 207.5 90.1

Aircraft 189.2 193.6 151.3 160.5 169 174.8 175.5 −13.7 −72

Commercial aviation 110.9 134 116.3 120.1 121.5 129.2 130.8 19.9 17.9

Military aircraft 35.3 19.5 14.1 13.6 12.4 12.3 11.9 −23.4 −66.2

General aviation 42.9 40.1 20.9 26.8 35.1 33.3 32.8 −10.2 −23.7

Ships and boats 47.4 45.7 29.2 33.8 40.9 44 41.2 4.3 −13.3

Rail 35.8 46.1 41.7 39.8 36.4 37.7 39.4 3.6 10

Pipelines 36 32.4 39.4 38.5 39.2 41.3 49.2 13.2 38.6

Lubricants 11.8 10.2 10 11 10.4 9.6 9.3 −2.6 −21.7

Transportation total 1,527.10 1,973.40 1,792.00 1,800.80 1,836.30 1,853.30 1,883.90 356.9 23.4

Source: Environmental protection agency website (www.epa.org).

Fleets also need to determine how long they intend to keep the

vehicle and then project its value at trade-in. This can be difficult

to do, as there is not a large enough quantity of electric vehicles

on the road to establish residual cost trend information. Items like

insurance, permits, and licenses should be included in any cost

calculation. However, they are likely to be on par with what a fleet

is paying for its diesel-powered vehicles.

As E.V. trucks are electric-powered, the cost can change

depending on the time of day and natural peak demand hours.

Managing the charging of electric vehicles can have a significant

impact on a fleet’s charging costs that incurs. Another factor in the

total cost of ownership calculation is the cost of installing charging

infrastructure. This cost can vary widely depending on various

factors, including the number of electric trucks, the time to charge

the trucks, the existing infrastructure, and the local grid’s capacity.

4.3. Carbon emissions cost

The cost of carbon emissions involves several factors and active

variables. These include the Social Cost of Carbon, Uncertain

Damage, Catastrophes from Carbon Emissions, and Cost to

Future Generations.

According to experts, setting a carbon emission cost of $100 per

ton would be economically feasible for capturing CO2 at gas-fired

power plants and repurposing it for feedstocks in industries such as

cement production, where companies like Solidia and CarbonCure

are gaining traction. This cost of $100 per ton is considered the

threshold where CCSU technologies intersect with what consumers

and the market are willing to pay (Lierop, 2020).

4.3.1. The social cost of carbon/cost on future
generations

Taxation to account for social damages has been in use for over

a century, with economist Arthur C. Pigou from the University of

Cambridge being a significant influence. According to Pigou, if an

activity such as pollution results in a cost or damage to someone

who is not responsible for it, then the government should impose a

tax on the polluting activity that is equivalent to the damage caused.

In essence, Pigou’s approach gave Adam Smith’s “invisible hand” a

green tint.

To illustrate, when one ton of coal is burned, it generates

approximately two tons of carbon dioxide as the carbon atoms

combine with oxygen in the air. If the damages caused by each ton

of carbon dioxide were set at $50, then Pigou’s recommendation

would be to impose a tax of $100 per ton of coal. This would

ensure that the cost of coal reflects the societal cost of burning

it, which is also known as the social cost of carbon (SCC).

Integrated assessment model (IAM) is used to estimate this cost.

These models are typically used by economists to calculate climate

damages, using large computer models that capture the interaction

between the economy and climate. The models utilize equations

that describe the global economy, the worldwide distribution

of CO2 emissions from economic activity, and the damage

caused by increases in atmospheric and upper-ocean temperatures.

William D. Nordhaus, a Yale University economist, developed the

Dynamic Integrated Model of Climate and the Economy (DICE)

program, which has had a significant impact on policy analysis.

The Obama administration relied on three integrated assessment

models (IAMs), including DICE, to establish the dollar value for

cost-benefit evaluations of proposed new regulations, such as the

2011 increase in automotive fuel-economy standards. IAMs are so
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TABLE 2 U.S. transportation GHG emissions by gas, 2018.

Source CO2 CH4 N20 HFCs Total Percent

On-road vehicles’ 1,523.3 1.0 10.4 34.8 1,569.4 75.2

Light-duty vehicles 1,069.5 0.7 7.2 31.0 1.108.4 53.1

Passenger cars 761.5 0.5 5.1 10.4 777.5 37.3

Light-duty trucks 308.0 0.2 2.0 18.1 328.3 15.7

Motorcycles 3.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.9 0.2

Buses 21.1 0.2 0.1 0.4 21.9 1.0

Medium- and heavy- duty trucks 428.9 0.1 3.0 3.3 435.2 20.9

Aircraft 173.9 0.0 1.6 0.0 175.5 8.4

Commercial aviation 129.6 0.0 1.2 0.0 130.8 6.3

Military aircraft 11.8 0.0 0.1 0.0 11.9 0.6

General aviation 32.4 0.0 0.3 0.0 32.8 1.6

Ships and boats 36.8 0.3 0.5 3.6 41.2 2.0

Rail 38.9 0.1 0.3 0.1 39A 1.9

Pipelines 49.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 49.2 2.4

Lubricants 9.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 9.3 0.4

Transportation total 1,831.3 1.4 12.8 38.5 1,883.9 90.3

Source: Environmental protection agency website (www.epa.org).

crucial that Nordhaus was granted the Nobel Prize in Economics in

2018 for his pioneering research in this fieldUncertain damages.

According to the Fifth Assessment Report of the

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, the equilibrium

climate sensitivity is expected to fall within the range of 1.5 to

4.5◦C, with <1◦C being extremely unlikely and >6◦C being very

unlikely. However, the damages vary greatly between the lower

and upper bounds of this range. To account for this uncertainty,

integrated assessment model (IAM) modelers can run thousands of

models with varying key parameters. The resulting reports provide

policymakers with central estimates as well as upper and lower

bounds to give an idea of the uncertainty surrounding the values

of SCC.

4.3.2. Catastrophes from carbon emissions
Catastrophes are events that have a low probability of

occurring but can result in significant damage. They include a

range of “known unknowns”, such as the rapid melting of ice

sheets in Greenland and West Antarctica, as well as significant

changes in ocean currents, which can cause a rise in sea levels.

Another category of catastrophic events stemming from carbon

emissions involves “unknown unknowns”, such as unforeseen

climate feedback mechanisms that may trigger a runaway warming

scenario, such as the melting of all permafrost, which could release

vast amounts of CO2 and methane, leading to catastrophic heating.

JPMorgan Chase, an investment firm, has issued a report to its

clients, warning that “catastrophic outcomes cannot be ruled out,

which could threaten human life as we know it.”

A probable temperature rise can be represented on a graph

with a normal distribution that takes the shape of a hump, with

a low tail at the left (unlikely), a high hump in the middle (most

likely), and a low tail on the right (unlikely). As we gain more

knowledge about the climate system and its reaction to greenhouse

gas emissions, we can adjust this distribution. Nonetheless, it

seems that this distribution has a “fat tail”, which implies that the

likelihood of experiencing significantly high temperature increases

(the tail on the right side) declines at a slower rate than in a normal

distribution. This creates a crucial problem for IAMs, as low-

probability but high-damage events have anticipated damages that

are immeasurable, and society would have to pay an inestimable

amount to avoid them. Clearly, this is not feasible.

Therefore, should the U.S. decide to impose a carbon tax of

$100 per metric ton, the additional cost to the current fleet fueled

by petroleum-based diesel would be ∼$43.8 billion annually. The

chances of this happening is real and soon, which provides a

significant incentive for the truck segment to shift away from diesel

in a purely financial perspective, not to mention that the industry

is a cutthroat business driven by tight margins. When used on

highways, electric trucks emit 19–43% fewer greenhouse gas (GHG)

emissions compared to diesel trucks. Assuming a carbon tax of $100

per metric ton of CO2 emissions, transitioning to an all-electric

fleet would result in carbon tax savings of $8.3–18.8 billion for the

nation’s truckers. This would provide an annual return of 1.5–3.3%

on the total cost of replacing a Class 8 vehicle (Hirs, 2020).

5. Discussion: impact on the economic
environment

According to the United States Environmental Protection

Agency (EPA) data (United States Environmental Protection

Agency Office of Transportation Air Quality, 2020), medium-duty
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TABLE 3 Fuel consumption by various categories.

Volume Energy
(Tbtu)

CO2 (Tg)

Billion in
gas

Natural gas (Billion

cubic feet)

963.2 997.8 52.8

Transportation

Passenger cars 0.1 0.1 0.0

Light-duty trucks 0.2 0.2 0.0

Medium- and

heavy-duty trucks

0.7 0.8 0.0

Buses 17.0 17.7 0.9

Pipelines 897.0 929.3 49.2

Non-transportation

Agricultural equipment 1.5 1.6 0.1

Construction equipment 6.2 6.4 0.3

Other

non-transportation

mobile

40.4 41.8 2.2

LPG 2.6 241.0 14.9

Transportation

Passenger cars 0.0 0.0 0.0

Light-duty trucks 0.0 1.2 0.1

Medium- and

heavy-duty trucks

0.1 5.2 0.3

Buses 0.0 1.4 0.1

Non-transportation

Agricultural equipment 0.0 0.0 0.0

Construction equipment 0.0 2.4 0.1

Other

non-transportation

mobile

2.5 230.7 14.2

Lubricants 0.0 1.0 9.3

Total 219.8 28,262.3 2.131.3

Biofuels 15.5 1,391.1 96.5

Transportation

Biodiesel 1.9 242.9 17.9

Ethanol 13.6 1,148.2 78.6

Source: Environmental protection agency website (www.epa.org).

and heavy-duty trucks produce∼437.9 million metric tons of CO2

emissions each year. Implementing a carbon tax of $100 per metric

ton in the U.S. for the current fleet, which operates on petroleum-

based diesel, would result in an additional cost of around $43.8

billion annually. The chances of this happening is real and soon,

which provides a significant incentive for the truck segment to

shift away from diesel in a purely financial perspective, not to

mention that the industry is a cutthroat business driven by tight

margins. When used on highways, electric trucks emit 19–43% less

greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions than diesel trucks. Assuming a

carbon tax of $100 per metric ton of CO2 emissions, an all-electric

fleet could save the nation’s truckers $8.3–18.8 billion in carbon tax,

which would translate to an annual return of 1.5–3.3% on the total

cost of replacing a Class 8 vehicle (Hirs, 2020).

Diesel trucks traditionally consume between 2.2 and 3.3

kilowatt-hours per kilometer when fueled with petroleum, while

an average electric truck requires only 1.44 kWh per kilometer.

Tesla’s semi-truck claims to require even less, only 1.15 kWh.

Although this reduction in power requirements compared to diesel

trucks is significant, the Tesla Semi requires one megawatt-hour

of electricity to fully charge, which is approximately one-third of

the annual electricity consumption of an average household in the

European Union. If the current number of trucks in the E.U. and

an average distance of 50,000 kilometers per year are assumed, a

purely electric truck fleet in the E.U. would require an estimated

energy demand of 324 terawatt-hours. This amount is equivalent to

roughly 10% of the energy generated in the E.U. in 2015 (Kaufmann

and Moynihan, 2019). The need for this much additional power

poses a significant obstacle to the overall infrastructure approach of

transitioning the industry toward electric trucks. To charge a fleet of

5–50 trucks rapidly, between 1.5 and 20 megawatts of power would

be required using today’s technology, necessitating the extension

and rebuilding of the power grid. Additional stationary power-

storage facilities, smart power grids, and high-voltage infrastructure

near fast-charging stations must be approved to support all the

extra power requirements.

In a different light, using replaceable batteries in electric trucks

is an unconventional concept that could alleviate the pressures

of immediate additional power infrastructure. After a battery-

depleting route, the truck would simply replace an empty battery

with a fully-charged one at its designated station—taking mere

minutes than hours of charging (Kaufmann and Moynihan, 2019).

In addition to the need to synchronize electric vehicle objectives

with power demands, policymakers must also take into account

the costs of road maintenance. At present, road maintenance is

financed by fuel taxes (which raise over $80 billion annually).

The U.S. government classifies more than one-quarter of all urban

interstates as being in fair or poor condition, and one-third of

U.S. bridges require repairs (Zagorsky, 2019). In turn, in the U.S.,

electric cars and trucks could make America’s crumbling roads

even worse. Some states require a fixed fee from electric vehicle

owners, but this comes with disadvantages, such as proceeds only

going to state coffers, even though the driver also uses out-of-state

roads and national highways. Soon, the electric vehicle industry still

hopes to successfully have a network of charging stations that taxes

E.V. users on their kilowatt purchases, similar to the existing taxes

for Gas.

5.1. E.V. fleet savings

Pacific Gas and Electric Company has launched an online tool

called the EV Fleet Savings Calculator, which assists businesses and

organizations in calculating the expenses associated with switching

their fleets to electric vehicles (EVs). This tool is specifically

designed for business customers and public agencies that have

medium-to-heavy-duty fleet vehicles, and it generates investment
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FIGURE 6

E.V. charging network (source: electrify America).

estimates based on factors such as fleet size, infrastructure, budget,

and others. The EV Fleet Savings Calculator can be accessed

through Pacific Gas and Electric Company’s website (https://fleets.

pge.com/).

The online saving platform can plot a fleet’s size and vehicles

it is comprised with, the average miles per vehicle, working days,

charging windows, and electricity source. An example below shows

a fleet of 25 heavy-duty trailer trucks that operates from Mondays

to Saturdays and travels a daily average of 150 miles. It also

has a charging availability from 5 p.m. to 4 a.m. and utilizes an

electricity source from the California Grid. The graphs in Figure 6

show the savings generated from utilizing an E.V. fleet over a

traditional fossil-fueled trailer truck fleet. Based on the scenario,

using electricity instead of fossil fuel saves $300,000 annually. For

1,174,018 annual miles, this is a savings of $0.26 per mile. Switching

to electricity also allow the scenario fleet to generate Low Carbon

Fuel Standard (LCFS) credits, which could generate $627,000 per

year (Advanced Clean Tech News, 2020). The simulation chart of

the online saving platform is shown in Figure 7.

Maintenance-wise, electric vehicles have fewer moving parts

than diesel-powered vehicles, so it may need less maintenance.

Using regenerative braking systems in battery electric vehicles

can lead to less wear on brakes and tires, potentially extending

preventive maintenance schedules. However, battery replacement

has to be considered. As battery electric vehicles become more

widely used, it is expected that their costs will decrease. However,

when discussing costs related to these vehicles, it is important

to consider the specific operating conditions of fleets. This

includes factors such as duty cycle, temperature range, average and

maximum daily operating distances, and the total annual distance

traveled by the vehicle (Ghadiali, 2020).

In addition, fleets must evaluate the duration for which they

plan to utilize the vehicle and anticipate its value during trade-in.

However, it may be challenging to estimate as there is insufficient

data on residual cost trends due to the limited number of electric

vehicles on the road. Aspects such as insurance, permits, and

licenses must be factored into any cost analysis. Nevertheless,

they are expected to be comparable to the expenses incurred for

diesel-powered vehicles by fleets.

The cost of electric-powered E.V. trucks can vary based on peak

demand hours and time of day. Proper management of charging

times can have a substantial effect on a fleet’s charging expenses.

In addition, the cost of charging infrastructure installation is

another factor to consider in the total cost of ownership calculation.

The installation cost can fluctuate depending on multiple factors,

including the number of electric trucks, available charging time,

existing infrastructure, and the local grid’s capacity.

6. Conclusion: feasibility of adopting
new technology

Making decisions about adopting new technology can be

notoriously tricky. Throughout history, numerous examples of
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FIGURE 7

Simulation of cost saving.

firms and consumers have hesitated to embrace new technology

(Smith and Ulu, 2012).

In order to determine the viability of adding new technology

or services, a thorough financial assessment alone is insufficient.

Three additional areas of feasibility analysis, namely technical,

cultural, and political assessments, must also be conducted. These

assessments are integral to the feasibility analysis process, as

making an informed decision about adopting new technology

or services can be challenging. It is important to note that,

similar to patients, healthcare providers often prefer the latest

and most advanced technology. However, after performing a

feasibility analysis that considers the technical, cultural, political,

and financial factors, it may be determined that the new technology

is not significantly superior to existing options to justify the

investment. Therefore, all four assessments must be considered

in the overall feasibility process when evaluating the potential of

adding new technology and services.

Adopting electric vehicles (EVs) in various sectors, including

logistics, has several practical, social, and policy implications.

The practical implications include the infrastructure, range

limitation, and battery technology. The widespread adoption of

EVs requires the development of robust charging infrastructure.

This involves installing charging stations at various locations,

including warehouses, distribution centers, and transportation

routes. Logistics companies must plan and invest in charging

infrastructure to ensure reliable and convenient access to charging

facilities. EVs typically have a limited driving range compared

to traditional vehicles. Logistics companies need to consider the

range of EVs when planning delivery routes and scheduling

operations to avoid range anxiety and ensure timely deliveries.

And finally, the advancements in battery technology are crucial

for improving the range, charging speed, and lifespan of EVs.

Logistics companies must stay updated with battery technology

developments to make informed vehicle purchase decisions and

optimize operations.

The social implications involve improved air quality

and noise reductions. Adopting EVs in logistics helps

improve air quality, particularly in densely populated urban

areas. By reducing tailpipe emissions, EVs contribute to a

healthier and cleaner environment, benefiting both workers

in the logistics industry and the public. EVs are quieter

than vehicles with internal combustion engines. Their use

in logistics operations can help reduce noise pollution,

particularly during last-mile deliveries in residential areas.
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This aspect enhances the quality of life for people living in

urban environments.

And finally, the policy implications, Incentives—Governments

often provide incentives to promote EV adoption, such as

tax credits, subsidies, and grants. These incentives encourage

logistics companies to invest in EVs by offsetting the higher

upfront costs and making them more financially attractive.

Regulations—Governments are implementing stricter emissions

regulations to combat climate change and air pollution. Logistics

companies must comply with these regulations, including

emissions standards and penalties for non-compliance. Adopting

EVs helps companies meet these requirements and avoid potential

penalties. Governments are promoting using renewable energy

sources for charging EVs to maximize overall environmental

benefits. Logistics companies may need to align their operations

with these policies and consider renewable energy sources for their

charging need.

Overall, the practical, social, and policy implications of EV

adoption in the logistics industry are interconnected. By addressing

these implications effectively, logistics companies can contribute

to a more sustainable, efficient, and environmentally friendly

transportation system.
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